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WA CHINESE ARCHITECTURE AWARD 2012
秦皇岛歌华营地体验中心 Gehua Youth and Cultural 
Center 四季一所房子 A House For All Seasons 高黎
贡手工造纸博物馆 Gaoligong Museum of Handcraft 
Paper 悦美术馆 Yue Art Gallery 悦丰岛有机农场采摘
亭 Yuefeng island Eco-Farm Harvest Pavilion 杭州支
付宝大厦 Hangzhou Alipay Buidling 上海文化信息产
业园 B4/B5 地块 B4/B5 Blocks of Shanghai Culture & 
Communication Industrial Park 美新微纳传感厂区办
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Although it has become increasingly important 
in recent years, the term "reconciliation of work and 
family life" has been on the European Union agenda 
since the 1980s, when it was ﬁrst used to bring to 
the fore the obstacles that many women had to face 
when trying to combine their careers and family 
responsibilities. In recent times, changes in the 
pattern and demands of work and family structure 
have gradually increased the interest on the matter 
of both institutions and companies, and in 2010 
the Confederation of Family Organizations in the 
European Union (COFACE) has started a campaign 
to have the EU designate 2014 as the European 
Year for Reconciling Work and Family Life. Political 
measures that increase women's participation in the 
labor market, provide flexible time arrangements 
and stimulate the realization of childcare facilities, 
all contribute in constructing a more sustainable 
society through the enhancement of gender 
equality. Though, according to a recent European 
Commission staff working document, progress in this 
ﬁeld is slowing down, as the pressure to ﬁght the 
economic crisis is often postponing the adoption of 















Final outcome of a research started in 2001 
by the Equal Opportunities Committee at the 
Università di Torino, the Città della Conciliazione is 
the pioneering project for a public facility meant 
to offer a diversified set of social services both 
to students and employees of the University, as 
well as to the families of Grugliascoǉ the small 
municipality in the outskirts of Torino where the 
building is set. With a program to invent from 
scratch (not to mention the unpredictability of the 
future users' needs, both in terms of space and 
time), the architects' task was everything but easy, 
and to make the project even more ambitious, 
a participated process was chosen to produce a 
preliminary confrontation between institutions, 
designers and stakeholders, which culminated in 
the organization of a workshop with the students of 
the Politecnico di Torino, out of which the principal 
guidelines for the project were eventually deﬁned.
Considered in their urban presence, the two 
buildings of the Città della Conciliazione (the bigger 
one is primarily dedicated to education and childcare, 
while the smaller one hosts a changing catalog of 
other activities) stand quietly and harmoniously in 
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their suburban context, thanks to the human size of 
the welcoming, in-between public space they deﬁne, 
as well as to the familiar imaginary that their pitched 
roofs and zigzagged porticoes manage to conjureǉ
a long lasting "trademark" of Torino's architecture 
School that, in this case, seems more adequate to 
interpret the spirit of the institution than its own 
organization. From the inside, in fact, the program 
is arranged in irregular sequences of cozy spaces that 
don't seem to respond in all cases to a clear functional 
logic. This is particularly true for the kindergarten, 
whose labyrinthine distribution is dictated by the 
presence of the fourǉ delightfulǉ central patios 
around which the classrooms are disposed, and 
whose spatiality (in both perceptive and acoustic 
terms) is the result of an unresolved dialogue with 
the changing section of the roof. Nevertheless, 
the project has already succeeded in creating a 
strong community of dedicated users, who are 
enthusiastically adapting themselves to the smaller 
and bigger incidents (due to the crisis it is becoming 
every day harder to stick to the original mission of 
the structure) that often follow the management of 
such complex programs.ŕ
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